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ABSTRACT

This study expounds five factors including twenty aspects of project management factors that influenced Information Technology project success, such as scope management, time management, cost management, quality management and people management whose impact on the success of project delivery was assessed through the survey in several project-based departments of financial industry in Malaysia. The purpose of the study is to examine the significant relationship between the project success and the management of iron triangle artifacts which include quality and people management, in order to ensure more positive outcomes in banking project delivery. Depending on the theoretical framework the questionnaire was compiled and it covered five relevant management areas including project success factors. The questionnaire was used as a data collection technique. The observation and the statistics revealed that proper management of scope, time; cost, quality and people have a strong influence on Information Technology project success. There is also a necessity for further research which arises from certain limitations of the study. Further research should cover those management factors that have not been covered in this study. It also investigates in-depth those practices that show the most significant correlation with project success.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information Technology Project management shapes the establishment of numerous commercial events in industries as the financial sector, projects drive business. Project management, subsequently, is viewed as the way toward settling on choices and characterizing particular techniques and strategies to convey a project to achievement. According to the Project Management Institute [24], projects are the organization’s activities that cannot be done by ordinary or routine activities in the organization or a transient effort to achieve an unparalleled output. Extensive scale construction and engineering projects apply overpowering impact over the subject of project management. Moreover, project management is not limited to being an instrument for the construction and engineering firms only, rather, it is a type of management that is utilized as a part of an expansive scope of services, including the financial sector, consulting among others.

According to Nicholas [23], the principal distinction between project management in construction engineering industry and services is that the final product of services is not essentially tangible. The service business of which financial sector is a section is one of the developing and imperative sectors in each economy. However, in the midst of this development lies numerous challenges as far as the project achievement is concerned. These challenges restrain their advantages and block them from accomplishing their vital objectives and this requires a critical look at project success. Furthermore, such challenges obstructed undertakings from meeting their schedules and surpassed the spending which brought about issues not meeting the desired
quality anticipated from the project and making a project such a disappointment [35].

Project success was introduced to as achieving the goals consistent with fixed conditions of time, cost and performance. As knowledge in project management field established, the iron triangle was considered insufficient to express project success. Project success was perceived to be a complex, multidimensional idea incorporating many characteristics [21]. Projects are unique, motivation behind why project success criteria vary with one anticipated project then onto the next project [22]. To increase complexity even more, inside the most recent decades the idea of project success is drawn closer in a relationship with stakeholders’ perception [13], being acknowledged that success implies diverse things to various individuals [32].

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The utilization and management of projects have ascended to another new dimension, with projects seen as basic to fiscal in both the private and public sectors. The motive for the extension of project-based work commonly emerges because of the new challenging environment and prospects achieved by technological improvements, the moving limits of knowledge, vibrant market situations, changes in environmental regulations, the drive towards shorter goods life cycles, expanded consumer participation and the increased scope and intricacy of between hierarchical relationships [5].

Business organization today is working under an abnormal state of vulnerability, project implementation is interested in a wide range of outside impact, startling occasions, always developing necessities, changing requirements and fluctuating resource streams. This obviously demonstrates if projects are applied and steps are not taken so as to oversee them effectively, the possibility of a fiasco is therefore high. According to a survey Robbins-Gioia [28], it was noticed that the regular issues in project management are absence of project management abilities, scope creep, ineffectively characterized goals and targets, high staff turnover, insufficient resources, poor development, inadequate authority given to the project managers and no basic project management techniques adopted in the project team.

Based on the above statement, the cost, time and scope have been linked with measuring a projects’ success. It is reasonable to believe that, if a project meets the scope, time and cost targets for a project, it will be considered successful. Therefore, the problem statement of this research are:

- There is a gap in the interest of Project Management and the Project Success in the financial industry. The most predominant are the focus in either its cost and time or scope and time. But the management of those artifacts is still not intact.
- Quality and people are always left behind in providing a condition to project success. The management of these two factors is also important to ensuring the project success.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This study aims to examine the significant relationship between the project success and the management of iron triangle artifacts such as cost, time and scope and these include quality and people, in order to ensure more positive outcomes in financial service industry institutions project delivery.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW

The utilization of projects covers all parts of the banking sectors as a means of arranging the activity, directing the accomplishment of the desired targets. There is an immediate relationship between projects, projects portfolio, programs and the organization plan. As cited by Cleland and Gareis [10] a project as the primary method for making and managing change, is utilized to actualize procedures. Meskendahl [20] mentioned that the projects as the focal building square utilized as a part of the actualizing plan, in this way business achievement are controlled by the accomplishment of the activities. As indicated by Project Management Institute [25], adjusting projects to key strategic objectives conveys esteem to an organization. Executing successful projects creates positive impacts on the organization, affecting short and medium as well as long term improvement.

Profitability and competitive advantage usually relates to the success of the business. A few reviews have been made in this field because of
the significance of finding what achievement is and how it is measured. Management factors that can contribute to the projects’ success are the focus of this study. A topic that has an extraordinary enthusiasm in project management literature. According to Project Management Institute [26], more than thirty percent (30%) of projects fail to achieve their desired objective. Thus, success in projects relationships is even more essential since the quantity of failing projects is significantly high.

In the early days, project success was referred to as achieving the goals in tandem with fixed conditions of time, cost and performance. As knowledge in project management field established, the iron triangle was considered insufficient to express project success. Project success was perceived to be a complex, multidimensional idea incorporating many characteristics [21]. Projects are unique, motivation behind why project success criteria vary with one anticipate project then onto the next [22]. To increase complexity even more, inside the most recent decades the idea of project success is drawn closer in relationship with stakeholders’ perception [13], being acknowledged that success implies diverse things to various individuals [32].

4.1 Previous Research

Many organizations believe that a project is a success if the project is finishes within time-line, with the given budgetary plan and meets the client prerequisites with the predefined quality [39]. In addition, there are several parameters by which an organization considers a project a success. Ramos and Mota [29] however stated that project stakeholders such as the CEO, directors, senior management, project manager, operations managers, team members, vendors, suppliers and third parties have a different understanding of the project success.

For instance, the project team has to work extra hours and during the weekend in order to ensure the project is completed within time. Thus, for the top management, a project maybe considered as a success but might not be deemed so by the project team [27]. Also can be vice versa, those projects considered as a successful project for by the project team but may not be for top management as it is not delivered as per the quality and objective of the project. The project has utilized thirty percent (30%) more on actual project budget and has been delayed by two (2) months. Thus it can be concluded that as stated by Beleiu et al [4] that different stakeholders translate the project success in an unexpected way.

4.2 Project Management

Project management usually deals with initiating, planning, scheduling, monitoring and controlling all of the project activities in order to achieve the desired goals. Duncan [11] stated that project management is the practice of knowledge, abilities, tools and methods to project activities to meet the project requirements. Project management is the way to managing a project from its start through its execution to its closure. This statement is in line with Project Management Institute (PMBOK 4th Ed. Guide) [25], which noted that project management is accomplished through the application and integration of the project management processes of initiating, planning, executing, monitoring, controlling and closing.

4.2 Project Success

In the late 1990’s, Dvir et al. [12] had stated that the main variables that contribute to projects’ success are the success factors as the control factor that can be managed by the project managers to increase the possibility of delivering the desired outcomes [38]. In the early days, many project management literatures focused on how to find the generic factors that contribute to project success. Savolainen [31] noted that a mix of components will decide the success or failure of a project and impacting these components at the correct time which makes success more plausible. These days, the factors of a project success depend on a project type. Thus, to find a factor that can contribute to project success is more challenging [9]. This is because of the pressure on actualizing the success of the project in a very vigorous global market, rapid growth of business and continuous global innovation [30].

Over the past decades, success factors have significantly progressed from concentrating on the operation level of a project to embracing a project stakeholder [13]. Davis [13] added that there were few lists of success factors that exist as defined by the numerous literature. According to Pinto and Slevin (1987), as cited by [13] there are
ten (10) elements or success factors defined. These are namely (1) customer acknowledgment, (2) customer consultation, (3) project team members, (4) hierarchical management support, (5) project schedule, (6) technical assignments, (7) project mission, (8) communication, (9) troubleshooting as well as (10) controlling and monitoring. The aforementioned statement was again supported by Tuner and Muller [36] in their study.

Table 1: Summary of Selected Theoretical Review

5. THEORETICAL REVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Aim of study</th>
<th>Research Method</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sylvester and Shima (2010)</td>
<td>The study is aimed to critically identify and evaluate the depth of the Project Management Triangle concept applied in the execution of projects tendered by the Oil and Gas Companies to relevant contractors.</td>
<td>A theoretical framework is proposed for the purpose of this research.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudhakar (2016)</td>
<td>The study is aimed to find out the meaning of project success by considering various factors of projects. The factors impacting project success is identified to understand the meaning of project success.</td>
<td>Literature Review from prominent empirical studies</td>
<td>The research found that the top of the most success factors for many projects include project objective, top management commitment, competent project team and user involvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuen C. W, and Zailani S. (2007)</td>
<td>This study aimed to identify what are the influencing factors for the success of the project, particularly the Malaysian context.</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>This paper provides a framework that identifies the factors for the project success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow, T., and Cao, D. B. (2008)</td>
<td>This research study was a survey study on the critical success factors of Agile software development projects using a quantitative approach</td>
<td>Quantitative (143 Agile Projects)</td>
<td>The results revealed that only 10 out of 48 hypotheses were supported, identifying three critical success factors for Agile software development projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad, Younis, Ahmad and Anwar (2015)</td>
<td>The objective of the current study is to analyze the importance of critical success factors in the overall project success in the public sector of Pakistan.</td>
<td>Quantitative (300 respondents)</td>
<td>The study found that there is a significant relationship between critical success factors with overall project success.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The research framework established in Table 1.

5.1 Cost Management

Cost is an estimation of the money that is required by the project. Cost covers all components in the project cycle such as internal and external manpower rates, project resources, bills of quantities, bill of materials, risk appraisal as well as project procurement and etc. In other words, cost covers all monetary aspects of the project. Cost affects the overall project implementation as the bank will have a specific aim in cost-management [40]. The bank as an end user aim is to have a fully functional product or solution according to the underlined project scope of work. Hence, they have to provide a sufficient amount of money to the project. They also have to comply with the demand of the organization, stakeholder and solution provider. Meanwhile, the person responsible to lead the project aim need to manage properly the cost as well as enough allocated budget for the project through wise behavior. This is essential for the project to be delivered with the cost allocated without any cost re-baseline. Thus, the following hypothesis is formulated:

\[ H1: \text{Cost Management positively predicts Project Success} \]

5.2 Time Management

CPMBOK 4th Ed. Guide [5] stated that time refers to the actual time to complete the project. It starts from production or solution delivery until end user signs off for a project. In normal circumstances, the amount of time needed for a project is estimated based on the agreed scope of work and project cost. Time is crucial since it affects the quality as well. The bank must adhere to the project timing and provide a support to the project plan and schedule. Time is needed by the project manager to deliver a fully functioning product or solution. To avoid any unnecessary spending or delay, time must be managed properly and efficiently [6]. As stated earlier, time is developed based on the scope of work and cost, higher time equivalents higher cost or bigger scope. According to Lambropoulos [19] there are a significant number of failure projects because of not meeting the allocated time and budget. Thus, the following hypothesis is formulated:

\[ H2: \text{Time Management positively predicts Project Success} \]

5.3 Scope Management

Scope as per PMBOK 4th Ed. Guide [25] stated that the scope is the functional components that when met, it is considered that the project been delivered and completed. The scope is also known as the job specification which is defined and produced by the particular bank. The project will be executed based on the established scope. It is usually generated and identified even before the project has started [14]. The scope is expected to be finalized when the full session of the user requirement gathering has completed. A Practical measure on the scope success is when the project is delivered with the expected quality [37]. The scope of work must be balance balanced with time and cost. The bank and the project must own the scope of work based on the bank’s expectations. Thus, the following hypothesis is formulated:

\[ H3: \text{Scope of Management positively predicts Project Success} \]

5.4 Quality Management

Quality comprises of time element, cost element and scope element. Therefore, the proper management of time, cost and scope will contribute to higher project quality. However, in some situation, the project was successfully delivered according to agreed time, cost and scope but yet still not as per the expected quality. The quality of the delivered product or solution is defined by the project stakeholders through their satisfaction and effective management. For the project, quality product or solution can simply be defined as less maintenance over a long period of time [3]. On a negative side, the bank has to allocate more money and longer implementation time in order to produce high-quality products or...
solutions [3]. Quality requires intention and synchronization with agreed scope of work. Thus, the following hypothesis is formulated:

**H4: Quality management positively predicts project success**

### 5.4 People Management

People are internal to the project. Project managers are responsible for achieving project outcomes and planning, organizing and controlling project tasks, while team members are responsible for achieving the project task outcomes. The best project managers are also strong people managers as well as team leaders. He/She has to recognize the team member and build a strong team belief and relationship as quickly as possible. The managers are also required to assemble the team according to the person maturity, skill and experience, exposure to project and attitude. The project must also be managed by the capable project manager. In banking or in some sectors, the project manager has normally been assigned to senior level management. This action is taken usually with the intention to mitigate the project risk in terms of managing the project [33]. An experience and competent project manager with a people manager behavior gives a positive impact to a project. Project manager not just managing the project and being a team member, him/her also requires to manage the stakeholders’ expectation and demand over the period of time until the project is successfully delivered. All these human factors will influence the project success. Thus, the following hypothesis is formulated:

**H5: People management positively predicts project success**

### 6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

There are many ways to study and explore which success factors in the Information Technology project within financial industry in Malaysia that be considered as most essential. As suggested by Bryman and Bel [7], both quantitative and qualitative methods can be used to conduct a research in the business area. In terms of considering more legitimate data into the scope of research, quantitative methods are the best solution for it. This study is about investigating the relationship between the project success and the management of iron triangle artifacts which include quality and people management. Therefore, a quantitative research paradigm will be used as a data collection technique to exploit the area in depth and add alternate knowledge to the existing success factors in the financial industry. The questionnaire will be distributed among projects Project Managers in Malaysia to collect data appropriate for quantitative analysis. Based on the data collected, the research hypothesis will be tested and analyzed accordingly.

The specific group that is significant to this research is identified as the targeted population. Since this research aims for a project-based department in the financial industry in Malaysia, the population for this study is identified as the projects managed by the Project Managers that are involved in project directly. The survey questions will be distributed to all Project Managers within the financial industries or as a services provider (project vendors) that are involved in most projects implementation in Malaysia financial organizations. This study targets to collect a population size of about 109 projects. The number 109 projects were derived from the average projects conducted or executed by the top 5 financial organization in Malaysia within a year that is about 150 projects. This includes medium and large scale projects that are exposed to project management.

### 7. FINDINGS

**Table I: Reliability analysis of research variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>No. Of Items</th>
<th>Pilot Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>Real Test Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability is a major concern to measure attributes. Therefore, without reliable measures, the data cannot be tested and the output result is not as accurate as needed to help in developing and improving the research objectives [15]. Cronbach's alpha is the most commonly used metric used to evaluate the reliability [16]. Kline
[17] stated that the Cronbach alpha value of 0.6 is regarded as a minimum figure for an adequate test.

The study started first with a pilot test. This would allow the researcher to detect the ambiguity or bias in the survey questions. It is important for the questionnaires in each component are tested in the realistic situations. Table II above is the summary of Reliability Statistics Table for All Variables (pilot and real test) which provides the Cronbach alpha value and reflects the high reliability of the measuring instrument. Furthermore, it indicates a high level of internal consistency with respect to the specific sample.

7.1 Demographic

Table II: Demographic profile of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less 5 years</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 20 years</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Configuration and Installation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Solution (Hardware and Software)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the demographic profile of the respondents. The result shows that 39.4 percent respondents were from the age group between 31-40 years old. While the age group above 50 years old was the lower age group that contribute 12.7 percent response to the research. For working experience, a total of 26 respondents which indicate 36.6 percent responded that their working experience was between 6-10 years. The lowest, which is 6 respondents, indicated 8.5 percent responded that their working experience was between 16-20 years. On the respondent’s project experience, a total of 26 respondents which indicate 36.6 percent responded that their project experience was implementing the total solution project while their subordinates were under hardware configuration and installation project which indicate 11 respondents or 15.5 percent.

7.2 Descriptive statistics of research variables

Table III: Descriptive statistics of research variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Success</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Management</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Management</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Management</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptive statistics involving mean and standard deviation were analyzed against the research variables and the results are shown in Table 4. The mean values for all of the research variables are above the neutral value at 3.5, thus, suggesting that respondents were persuaded to agree that cost management, time management, scope management, quality management and people management positively contribute to project success.

7.3 Relationship between research variables

The results of the correlation analysis are shown in Table 5. Statistically, all the values of the Pearson correlation were found to be significant at 0.01 levels, suggesting that that significant correlation exists among research variables. Specifically, the values of the Pearson correlation are above 0.500, hence indicating that the strength of the relationship between research variables is moderate. The highest correlation value is between quality management and project success while the lowest is between people management and project success. Nevertheless, as all the values are significant at 0.01 levels, hence all the formulated hypotheses are fully supported.
Table 5: Relationship between research variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: Cost Management positively predicts Project Success</td>
<td>0.593**</td>
<td>Accept H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Time Management positively predicts Project Success</td>
<td>0.550**</td>
<td>Accept H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Scope Management positively predicts Project Success</td>
<td>0.540**</td>
<td>Accept H3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Quality Management positively predicts Project Success</td>
<td>0.626**</td>
<td>Accept H4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: People Management positively predicts Project Success</td>
<td>0.508**</td>
<td>Accept H5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (two-tailed)

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The theory clearly shows that with proper management of project cost, time, scope, quality and people is possible to help the project success. There is a significant relationship for practitioners who decide to apply this theory. Particularly, the theory related to project cost and quality which both of these variables correspond with the contribution of project success. For example, the project manager must ensure the project cost would always determine the overall project timeline and scope inputs before the project started. This is to help the project manager forecast, budget and plan the project financial adequately. Based on the theoretical framework and obtained results, the following discussion helps to build an understanding regarding this theory.

Cost, time, scope, quality and people over the last few years have become inextricably linked with measuring the success of project management. This is perhaps not surprising, since over the same period those criteria are usually included in the description of project management. Time and costs are at best, only guesses, calculated at a time when least is known about the project. Quality is a phenomenon; it is an emergent property of people’s different attitudes and beliefs, which often change over the development life-cycle of a project. Project Management is still important in program approach, this new research agenda helps to highlight that and concerns the management of projects under this new management orthodoxy. The project management process is complex, which usually requires extensive and collective attention to a broad aspect beyond human, budgetary and technical variables. In addition, projects often possess a specialized set of critical success factors in which, if addressed and attention given will improve the likelihood of successful implementation.

On the other hand, if these factors are not taken seriously, it might lead to the failure of the project management. As projects are being used widely in the financial institution industry, it is therefore, vital to identify factors that contribute to the successful implementation of a project and to identify the factors’ relative importance as the project goes through its life cycle. This paper, therefore, provides and identifies what are the influencing factors for the success of a project, particularly in the Malaysian context. Furthermore, being an empirical paper, this paper provides a framework that identifies the factors for the project success.

Figure 2: Adopted Framework

This framework has been statically analyzed and tested empirically using data from the financial institution industry in Malaysia. This empirical model of management factors that influences a project success have been considered as implementing a holistic view on the complex topic of project success. This paper presents a fraction of the results obtained from a questionnaire survey on the management factors that influences project success and project success factors which provide valuable insights on a range of issues related to this topic. There is still much to be done in order to improve and refine the
instrument and methodology of the study as well as to utilize many options for further analyses.

Project managers in the financial institution industry still develop their competence in management of project artifacts, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling of project activities as far as this is a professional area requiring high level of specialized knowledge and expertise. A proper understanding of the concepts and the issues related to project success and failure is indispensable for them. Having this in mind, the current study provides helpful information in respect of the identification of management factors that influences a project success which should be focused on by both researchers and practitioners in the field.

8.1 Limitation of the Study

There is also a necessity for further research which arises from certain limitations of the study and these said limitations are that this study focuses only on five (5) management factors that contribute to project success. First, it is fair to admit that there can be other management factors that contribute to project success. For instance, vendor management, process management and stakeholder management. These factors are also playing a crucial part in ensuring the project success. Second, to set the limitation on the project scale. It has been recognized by few literatures in the present study that the project scale can a factor that contribute to a project success.

8.2 Future Research

First of all, in order to build a more detailed understanding and justify recent findings, additional research should be run on a larger number of samples. It could give possibilities to find additional correlations between the appropriate selections of Management factors, proven by project success and specific organizational size, organizational structure and so on. Secondly, further research should investigate management factors that have not been covered in this study. Particular processes and integration with other technique like Knowledge Management practice seems to be an interesting area for investigation. Finally, more deep and detailed investigation of those practices that showed the most significant correlation with project success would be appropriate.
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